Elite daily horoscope dating

As for the financial situation, be happy, as it will flourish in the second part of the month. The best strategy is to get involved together
with the dear one in an action that requires vigor, courage and competitiveness. Think twice before speaking and avoid taking
provocations or bringing up delicate subject matters. Mental and Physical Shape You'll be in a pretty good shape in the first two
decanates of May 2013. The first part of May 2013 could bring studies, specializations, contacts with the scientific or the cultural
environment, datlng trips or collaboration. Until May 9th 2013, together with Mars there will be Venus, the planet of sensuality; until
May 15th, Mercury, the planet of games and flirts, will be around too; and until the 21st, the Sun too. Instead of congratulating Leo,
war is declared: Capricorn scoffs at Leo's dreams, and Leo sets out elite daily horoscope dating prove Capricorn wrong "I'll show you.
Your career will take steps forwards. Libra is a master of social graces with a billion air-kissed "friends. The Bull is gifted at savoring
the present, while nostalgic Capricorn obsesses over the past and the future. It'll be an excellent interval for promotion, launching,
presentation and representation. Some bothering consequences of the past are possible to appear, but it's very unlikely that they will
last beyond the first decanate of May 2013. The relief will be felt after the daoly decanate. You're both shrewd financial planners,
though your love of earthly pleasures can break the bank, too. You're recommended to make your to-do list carefully, so that you don't
get pressured by time, and to avoid misunderstandings with colleagues and bosses with diplomacy. Excesses, exposure to certain risk
factors and the tendency to deal with other things first to the detriment of your health could severely cause harm. There will be a lot of
motivation, a lot of ambition. The Venus-Jupiter combination is the most favorable combination possible, horosdope by its intrinsic
auspicious nature, and by the fact that it governs the sentimental areas of Gemini's horoscope. Gemini is ruled by speedy Mercury, the
lightning-fast trickster who elite daily horoscope dating in silver-tongued half truths. You'll have plenty of sentimental initiatives which
you'll enthusiastically put into practice. Pisces is a flowy Fish who excels at playing the the daiky rebel, the indie darling, the adorable
mess. The two eclipses belong to the same eclipse family, which urge to taking some firm measures and to dealing with daring in a
straightforward way, or which can suddenly bring an unexpected important clarification. Gemini is Capricorn's one-man circus, keeping
the Goat amused and entertained, adding color to his monochromatic world. Both the Sun and Mars are success-oriented, so it is now
the right time to insist, as you can count on strong support. Dutiful souls, you take care of parents, friends and family members, and
your cozy home is everyone's favorite crash pad. In the last decanate of May 2013 there are chances for rating special sentimental
fulfillment to happen. The Sun, also located in Taurus during the first two decanates, will take you to the center of attention, highlight
your qualities and bring you the respect and admiration of the people around you. You're a pair of workaholics with a closet kinky
streak, and if you can leave the office before midnight, you'll enjoy a lusty connection behind closed doors. Where Taurus is a
megalomaniac forever humming his own praise song, poor Cappy flogs himself for even the slightest misstep. On May 9th 2013 Venus
will enter your house of couples and will make clouds fade away, making you smile again. If you're made tempting offers, ask yourself
whether or not they are too good to be true! There is, however, the risk of accidents or of dzily when travelling in the first part of the
month, and you might have a period of carelessness and lack of concentration in the third week of May 2013. The two eclipses belong
to the same eclipse family, which urge to taking some firm measures and to dealing with situations in a straightforward way, or which
can suddenly bring an unexpected important clarification.

